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Spongebob's next big adventure walkthrough

Are you ready for an adventure? Well, SpongeBob is! Join him in Nickelodeon's newest adventure game and free online adventure game SpongeBob SquarePants: SpongeBob's next big adventure, help Spongebob navigate quests and play activities to level up. Some quests are difficult and others are easy, so be
prepared for any adventure that may come your way. And this is not the only adventure, check out many free online adventure games, .com! How to play: Use mouse to click and move. The old title screen, spongebob's new name Next Big Adventures is an online game SpongeBob SquarePants. It was released in 2012,
the next big adventure of SpongeBob Gameplay is an open world game centered on the quest. This quest feeds Gary as the first quest in the game, SpongeBob must observe Gary's bowl of food and then try to leave his house, which makes Gary appear. Then he could collect snail food and feed Gary who gave him a
map and allowed him to visit Krusty Krab without gas, not to go inside Krusty Krab, Mr. Krabs informed Sponge SpongeBob that the gas pipes in the kitchen were disconnected. Getting into the kitchen begins a hidden object game in which players will have to find various pipes. In the kitchen Once all the pipes are found,
the quest is complete. The missing device, Patrick can be found outside Krusty Krab, and he has lost his four jellyfish tools: a mesh bottle, his shirt and glasses. Nets can be found on Conch Street to the far right. Glasses can be obtained by talking to Squidward, running the cashier, then returning to him. The jar was
obtained by Mr. Stains after paying him $10, found a jellyfish shirt outside the junction. Once all the equipment is found and return to Patrick, the quest is complete. Jelly fishing! This quest begins with a chat with Patrick at Jellyfish Field, SpongeBob must play a mini-jellyfish game and complete quests. This frozen friend
quest can begin by talking to Incidental 73 at Krusty Krab and unlocking the frozen tundra location. This begins the platform section where SpongeBob has to find his friend and chisel out of the ice block. At the end, he fights with snow clams, and Patrick throws jelly beans that can be launched. When the snow clams are
defeated, the quest is complete, Karen. At Chumbak, Karen promises to tell SpongeBob a secret if he can beat her at three games of pong. Each game lasts until one player gets seven points. Sandy surprises at Krusty Krab, SpongeBob meets Sandy, who has a surprise for him, where her treedome SpongeBob must
get his water helmet, which is located at his house; Patrick is stuck in it and needs jellyfish to get out, which is found in a jellyfish field. When Patrick was free, SpongeBob received a helmet, Sandy's letter after arriving at the treedome of Sandy Sandy told SpongeBob that his surprise was in the tree because the postman
was chased by a worm, spongebob guards had to climb the tree and collect letters in a tree climbing mini-game. When he loses a mini-game, the character appears on the ground, SpongeBob has to pick it up and give it to Sandy, who reveals that it has a ticket to the glove universe. Success in The Pursuit of Happiness:
Complete Quest one of the tasks: Unlocking two jobs at Krusty Krab Jellyspotter: Access jellyfish Field Friendcicles: Find and unleash all your friends from the frozen tundra No Mo' Mollusk: Defeat. Abominable Snow Clams I'm Ready: Reach The 5th Adventurer Workin' Man: Unlock All My Work As Glovin' It: Unlock The
Gloves Universe Game: Play All Gazillionaire Mini Games: Collect $250 0 Playable Characters SpongeBob SquarePants Patrick Star (Jellyfish Games Only) Venues play not Conch Street Krusty Krab Chum Tank Jellyfish Frozen Field Tundra Town Sandy's treedome Glove Universe Music ( %) Derek Dogmon [Screen
Title] - Hawaiian Adventures SpongeBob Theme - Sage Guyton, Jeremy Wakefield [Version 1/Conch Street] - Hello Blues - Sage Guyton , Jeremy Wakefield [Bikini Bottom / Krusty Krab / Town ] Hawaiian Cocktails - Richard Myhill [Chum Bucket] - Blue Hawaii [Battle Theme] - Cream Pie - Sage, Guyton, Jeremy
[Cooking Krabby Patties / Chumburgers] This game is an update and the sequel of SpongeBob's big adventure, The Ship of Flying Dutchman can be seen on the title screen, although it is not used to play real games. Unlike in the Plankton series, the game's frozen tundra is similar to the Frozen Face-Off episode, unlike
in the Plankton series, the same height as SpongeBob in this game. Location
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